Serenity,
coming to
Richmond Hill
Rising above a pristine forest sits Lookout on the
Knoll, a series of 38 refined townhomes overlooking
the picturesque view of one of Southern Ontario’s
most significant ecological landmarks.
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Minutes away from urban conveniences yet rooted
in the heart of breathtaking natural beauty, wake
up among the scenic hills and mature trees of 75 acres
of reserve greenspace and experience a sense of
wonder everywhere you look.

Lookout on
the Knoll invites
you to be one
with nature
A short distance from the corner of Yonge & Bloomington,
a limited series of modern townhomes sit amidst endless
greenery. Bordered by options of modern amenities—
local grocery stores, popular restaurants, golf courses,
shopping, and entertainment—Lookout on the Knoll offers
the coveted combination of awe-inspiring nature and
neighbourhood conveniences.
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Amenities

N

Shopping and Dining:
1. Sarpa Restaurant
2. Shoppers Drug Mart
3. Gramma’s Oven European Bakery
4. Apple Restaurant
5. Lago Italian Bakery
6. King Deli
7. MI-NE Japanese Restaurant
8. Longo’s
9. Oak Hill Garden Centre
10. LCBO

Schools and Services:
1. Cardinal Centre Catholic High School
2. École Secondaire Catholique Renaissance
3. Our Lady of Hope Elementary School
4. Lake Wilcox Public School
5. Oak Ridges Public School
6. Windham Ridge Public School
7. Academy for Gifted Children
8. Animal Hospital of Oak Ridges
9. Oak Ridges Moraine Library
10. Esso

Parks and Recreation:
1. Oak Ridges Community Centre & Pool
2. Beacon Hall Golf Club
3. Bloomington Downs Golf Club
4. DiamondBack Golf Club
5. Brickworks Park
6. Thomas Broadhurst Trail
7. Pine Farm Park
8. Briar Nine Park and Reserve
9. Russel Tilt Park
10. Cardinal Woods Park
11. Willow Hollow Park
12. Black Willow Park
13. Case Woodlot
14. Bond Lake

Artist’s concept. Map not to scale. E.&.O.E.
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Experience
& explore
Richmond Hill
Situated in North Richmond Hill, Lookout on the
Knoll’s modern townhomes have been designed
to complement the neighbourhood’s contemporary
local amenities. Each element of your lifestyle
needs has been incorporated into the master plan
of this community to ensure a day-to-day
experience that is unforgettable.

NATURAL LANDMARKS
Home to over a dozen natural
parks, woodlands, and
community greenspaces.

CONNECTIVITY
5 minutes away from major
highways connecting
residents to downtown
Toronto with ease.

RETAIL, SHOPPING,
ENTERTAINMENT
Located near 5 golf courses,
4 community centres, and
dozens of local retail and
shopping destinations.

FOOD & DINING

FUTURE GO STATION

Close to a mix of classic
Italian, Asian, and eclectic
restaurants and cafés.

New Bloomington GO train
station currently under
construction in Richmond
Hill at the southwest
corner of Highway 404 and
Bloomington.
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Experience Life at
Lookout on the Knoll.
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ACTUAL VIEW OF OAK KNOLL

Panoramic
natural views
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THE FOURTH AND FINAL PHASE OF OAK KNOLL

An established
community setting
Situated on the highest peak of a natural forest,
the master-planned community of Oak Knoll is,
in every way, a landmark community. Bordering
a greenbelt reserve with tree-lined boulevards
and parkland, Acorn’s distinctive upscale homes
are uniquely designed to lend authentic character
to this peaceful, picturesque neighbourhood.

Rendering is
is artist’s
artist’s impression.
impression. E.&.O.E.
E.&.O.E.
Rendering

Lookout on the Knoll is the conclusion to the Oak Knoll
community. With this, we have divided the land’s best
settings, each overlooking the grand views of the
woodlands in their own unique way.
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Site Plan

Site plan rendering is artist’s concept and subject to change without notice. Materials, dimensions and specifications subject to change without notice. Unit types pre-sited by lot. Map not to scale. E.& O.E.
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At home, in nature
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A 75-acre
natural forest
in your own
backyard,
connecting you
to the roots
of Southern
Ontario’s
finest natural
landscapes
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The Reserve Collection

A limited collection of 20 townhomes
with rooftop terraces overlooking a
natural forest. Enjoy elevated features
and finishes while you soak in the view.
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Experience Life at
Lookout on the Knoll.

The Reserve Collection

Rendering is artist’s impression. E.&.O.E.
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The Reserve Collection

Renderings are an artist’s impression. E.&.O.E.
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The Ravine Collection

A unique series of 18 townhomes,
the Ravine Collection incorporates
high-end features and finishes with
unobstructed views of reserved
greenspace.
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Experience Life at
Lookout on the Knoll.

The Ravine Collection

Rendering is artist’s impression. E.&.O.E.
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The Ravine Collection
Renderings are an artist’s impression. E.&.O.E.
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Features
& Finishes
Each residence has been designed to
maximize livable space and includes
premium finishes with thoughtful
elements throughout.

Materials & specifications subject to change without notice. Renderings are an artist’s impression. E.&.O.E.
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Highlights
General
•

Energy Star® qualified home

•

Lutron personalized smart-lighting control

•

Natural finish oak stairs

•

8’ main entrance door system

•

3 ¼” x ¾” hardwood flooring throughout the main level

•

Stone kitchen counter

•

Stainless-steel kitchen appliances

•

Soft closing kitchen cabinetry

•

Freestanding tub in master ensuite

The Reserve Collection
•

Private rooftop terrace

•

Rear deck over double-car garage

•

Extended ceiling heights: 9’ on lower level, 10’ on main level, 9’ on second level (as per plan)

•

Finished lower level

The Ravine Collection
•

Deep fridge kitchen-upper

•

LED lighting underneath the kitchen upper cabinet

•

Stainless steel wall mount range hood

•

Central air conditioning unit

•

Contemporary gas fireplace on main level

•

Frameless glass shower enclosure in master ensuite

•

Smooth finished ceiling on main level

•

Extended ceiling heights (as per plan)

The builder shall have the right to substitute other products and materials for those listed in the specifications provided that the substituted products and materials are of the quality equal to or better than the products and materials so listed
and provided. Floors and specific finishes will depend on the builder’s package as selected. All specifications, dimensions and materials are subject to change without notice. Rendering is artist’s impression. E.&.O.E.
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Ensures your
home is more
than just a nice
place to live
Acorn’s focus has always been to grow GTA
communities organically and to remain conscious
of our imprint on Canadian soil. We believe
we have a duty to build homes that reduce our
non-renewable energy dependence and that use
sustainable materials and green-friendly products.
We don’t just build better for the now, we build better
for the future. Rather than be reactionary, we aim
to be a leader in proactive sustainable practices.
We are proud to be builders of homes that use
materials more effectively both in production
and construction, and, ultimately, in the homes’
operation once occupied.

Finalist for Green Builder of the Year
2018 and 2019

Winner of People’s Choice Award
2019

Winner of OHBA AoD People’s Choice Award
2019
GREEN PLUS BY ACORN

ENERGY STAR CERTIFIED
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MOBILE SMART HOMES

NETZERO HOME
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Explore Acorn Next

Acknowledgements
Dedicated to
building better

With style, function, lasting materials, and a commitment to quality.

At Acorn Developments, we believe in living well.
Using quality, lasting materials and forward-thinking
design standards that value both style and function,
we create homes made to enhance the life you live
every day and beyond. Situated in community-driven
neighbourhoods, each of our projects are built with
the care and consideration we believe you deserve
– after all, a home is not just where you live, it’s
where you grow. Through elegant design, thoughtful
attention to detail, and sustainability, we’ve made a
commitment to always build better.
Limerick Point

Hometown - NetZero Ready showcase home

Oak Knoll

Lindenwood

Eagle Peak

Creating communities throughout the GTA, Baif is known as a thoughtful, forward-thinking developer, that has been
working collaboratively with municipalities to build outstanding communities for over 60 years. Baif Developments
is a fully-integrated real estate development company that through its homebuilding arms has built large scale
low-rise, high-rise and mixed-use communities both in the Toronto and throughout the GTA.

Since 1993, International Home Marketing Group has
provided reliable turnkey solutions to builders and
developers in search of full service sales management
and marketing services. Whether it is a single tower,
small infill development, or large master-planned
community, our approach to sales and marketing
management can be described as “bespoke.”
Experience, strategy, dedication, and energy are
at our core and drive us forward. With this and
our commitment to the purchaser’s experience,
we have forged long standing relationships with
all of our clients.

GCB is a highly established design firm with a diverse
practice. Our creative team approaches each project
guided by passion, practicality, and a strong commitment
to ensuring client satisfaction. With over 40 high-rise
residential projects, and over 25 years of experience
in hospitality, retail, and residential design, GCB provides
proven passion and excellence in its craft, realizing
their clients’ goals by being mindful of brands, traditions,
and cultures unique to the environment the client is
seeking to create.

We thrive on collaboration as a team and with our many
industry partners. Our approach is simple: We help
brands foster meaningful connections. From development
to positioning and activation, we leverage research,
resources and relationships to deliver innovative solutions
that get results. Our dynamic team provides unique
insights and diverse skill sets in the areas of strategy
and planning, design and production, digital and social,
and targeted marketing communications.

VA3 design is an award-winning architectural design
firm based in the GTA with over 25 years of experience
in residential design and community planning. The firm’s
design philosophy is to create homes that are functional,
practical, and meet the evolving needs and dreams of
today’s homebuyers. Our goal is to work closely with the
builder to create well-designed communities that stand
the test of time, communities that look as good in twenty
years as they do today. A community that any homeowner
would be proud to call home.
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acorndevelopments.com

